The terms and conditions of the user agreement.
1. The Ponzi Token
The Ponzi Token is a standalone Ethereum-based token that can be used outside of the PonziTrust game. This allows
the Ponzi Token to be bought and sold at crypto exchanges byPonziTrust players and non-players alike.
2. Registering
In order to play you needs to register a personal account on the PonziTrust website. You can also play directly through
the smart contract found in Ethereum Wallet, MyEtherWallet or other cryptocurrency wallets you may own.
3. Buying, selling, and trading Ponzi tokens
1. During the Initial Coin Offering stage (ICO), after successful account registration, the player may use ETH to pur chase Ponzi Tokens through the PonziTrust decentralized pyramid. The tokens are stored in the player's wallet and a
permanent record of the opening deposit is made in the blockchain.
2. The token purchase limit is 1000 tokens per wallet
3. Once the ICO is over, the Ponzi Token becomes available for trading on cryptocurrency exchanges within 24 hours.
4. Ponzi token exchange rate
1. The price of one Ponzi token on the first day of ICO launch is set at 0.001 ETH . It will increase to 0,012 ETH as the
ICO continues. Under the terms of the smart contract, the maximum duration of ICO can range from 12 to 144 days.
2. Subsequently, the exchange rate is regulated by EtherDelta, Binance or other crypto exchanges.
5. PonziTrust General Fund
Information concerning the status of the game's General Fund (the game contract address) is available to all the players
of the PonziTrust smart-contract game. Such transparency lets a player monitor and track changes in the General Fund
in order to make an informed decision whether to continue playing or leave the game and withdraw (and thus preserve)
the player's deposit.
6. Start Playing
1. To begin playing one must transfer Ponzi tokens to the game's contract address
2. The amount of a player's opening deposit cannot be increased through the purchase of additional tokens. If a player
wishes to increase their deposit in the game, they must either leave the game, or open a new wallet, a permanent record
of which is made in the blockchain . To open a new wallet, there is no need to re-register your account.
3. There is no limit on the amount of wallets a player may have.
7. Leaving the Game
1. A player may leave and withdraw their tokens and interest no sooner than after 100 hours upon making the opening
deposit.
2. After 100 hours of making the opening deposit, the player may leave the game.
3. In case a player wishes to leave the game, they are entitled to receive the opening deposit with interest minus a com mission that comprises 10% of the total amount (deposit + interest)
4. The 10% commission deducted is automatically transferred to the PonziTrust General Fund under the terms of the
smart contract.
5. A player wishing to leave the game is entitled to receive the opening deposit and interestpaid out in ETH at the aver age exchange rate. In the absence of ETH for payments, players who wish to withdraw their deposit are paid in Ponzi
Tokens, that can be exchanged or sold at will at crypto exchanges.
8. Game Levels and Prize Payouts in PonziTrust

1. PonziTrust contains different levels
The Level One interest rate comprises 5% of the deposit per day
So if your opening deposit is 100 Ponzi Tokens, you will receive 105 Ponzi Tokens on Day 1, 110.25 Ponzi Tokens on Day 2 etc.
In Level Two the interest rate drops to 4% of the deposit per day
In Level Five the player receives an interest rate of 1% of the deposit per day, in Level Six it's 0.9% per day and
so on, until the rate reaches 0.1% per day. In all subsequent levels, the rate remains 0.1% the deposit per day
2. Payouts to players will continue for as long as the PonziTrust smart contract has sufficient funds.
3. Once the General Fund runs out of funds to pay players, the game will be terminated and the PonziTrust smart con tract will transition to a new level.
4. Transition to a new level will reset all deposits and impose a universal 168-hour ban on all operations relating to en tering/leaving the game.
5. After 168 hours of the game's transition to a new level, the ban on all operations relating to entering/leaving the game
is lifted.
6. The game is not finished after Level One is over, but its continued existence depends on the engagement of new players.Those wishing to play further may continue as well.

